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PUSH

push time
Shane Decker tells you how to close
without being pushy, and answers other
burning questions from Instore readers.
(This column is the last in a three-part series in which Mr. Decker received questions from questions from Instore readers..)
QUESTION 1.
How can I get my sales associates to go for the close sooner without
being pushy?
Answering this question is a column in itself, but let me give you the
short version. Many salespeople make closing difficult. If they struggle,
the customer will struggle. You must teach your salespeople how to
close, and work on it each week during your sales meetings. In previous
articles, I’ve written about the seven types of closes, and every salesperson has their favorites. No matter what type of salesperson you are,
there are three crucial points to closing without being pushy. 1.) You
must understand timing. 2.) Don’t close like someone
else ... use your own style. 3.) If you close throughout the sale, the final close should be easy. So be
appropriate in your timing, be comfortable in
your own skin, and be consistent in your closes along the way.
QUESTION 2.
I’m curious what you think about sellWhen selling designer
ing diamonds to the under-35 crowd who jewelry, forget about the
tend to reject any type of sales pitch. How
price. Your mission is to
do you adjust your sales techniques to
romance the brand.
appeal to this group?
You’re talking about the “Information Generation.” These folks
research your product on the Internet, and may know almost as much
about it as you do by the time they come into your store. So, be more technical-minded in your approach, and ask questions (the younger they are,
the more technical-minded they will be). They didn’t buy the product on
the Internet, so what is most important to them? What websites have they
pulled up in their research? What are they looking for in a diamond? Now
you are speaking their language, and they will be far more likely to buy.
QUESTION 3.
I’d like to hear your thoughts and opinions on selling “designer”
goods.We all know that sterling silver and 18K gold designer jewelry is
greatly overpriced if you simply look at the materials and labor
involved. How do you present this item to a client in such a way as to
create the “value” in their mind?

Continued from previous page
If a customer wants it, then it’s worth it. You can pick any branded
name you like — Yurman, Rolex, Hearts on Fire —the true “value” to
the customer is usually in the brand itself, not the materials involved.
In selling such pieces, don’t romance the price, romance the brand.
Old-money customers will tend to like the simple, elegant, high-quality styles with a timeless look. New-money customers tend to buy
high-fashion jewelry, like J.B. Star or Nova. But no matter what, you
have to go in with the right mindset. People buy designer jeans,
designer furniture ... a $21,000 Harley-Davidson motorcycle is nothing more than a collection of chrome, tires, and leather with an
engine! Your jewelry is worth whatever someone is willing to spend, so
don’t sell your designer pieces short.
QUESTION 4.
Large stores can afford to bring in a Shane Decker to train their
staff. What’s the best way for a limited budget mom and pop operation
to do so?
Unfortunately, it’s usually the small stores that need sales training
the most. Large operations already have some momentum to sustain
their business. You have to look at sales training like college: it’s an
investment that will pay off far beyond its cost, and help your operation to graduate to the next level. Jewelers often put too much value
on the wrong things (how much money do you spend every year on
advertising that doesn’t work?). Education is priceless. Think about it
another way: a single triple-zero VS1-clarity, F-color, one-carat diamond sale would pay for my visit to your store. However, if the price
tag is still too much, the Shane Decker Sales Academy will be releasing a tape series in the very near future. Stay tuned!
Shane Decker has provided much sought-after sales training for more than 3,0o0 stores
worldwide. He can be reached at (866) 424-2472.

BRAINSTORMS
new ideas for your store
Video conferencing over the web is increasing in quality, and
decreasing in price, all the time (for example, Apple’s iSight and
iChatAV will cost you less than $150). Finally, it’s realistic for you
to offer the following service:

Online video style advice!
Think of it: your customer’s getting ready for her big night out
and simply can’t decide whether to wear the choker or the operalength pearls with her low-cut black dress. She pops in front of
her computer, you sit down in front of yours, and show her
exactly the right combination to wow the crowd.

Please see PUSH on opposite page
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